<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of source</th>
<th>Computer-generated citation (with mistakes)</th>
<th>Corrected citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Commented [CB1]: All citations should have a hanging indent, and be double-spaced
Commented [CB2]: Extra comma
Commented [CB3]: Missing name of person who updated the entry in 2016
Commented [CB4]: Only capitalize first word in title, plus common nouns and names
Commented [CB5]: Incorrect date, and year should come right after names of authors
Commented [CB6]: Not essential to include. If you DO include a series title, it comes AFTER the main title, and is not italicized
Commented [CB7]: For an online source, you do not need to include the name of the publisher or the location of publication
Commented [CB8]: For online sources, do NOT provide a URL that can only be accessed by a limited number of people such as this link which only works for KPU users. Instead, provide the website for the information provider’s homepage
Commented [CB9]: Use numerals (5th)
Commented [CB10]: For cities outside of the US, only provide the city and country (not province)
## APA Citations: Correcting Errors Found in Computer-Generated Citations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of source</th>
<th>Computer-generated citation (with mistakes)</th>
<th>Corrected citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

Commented [CB11]: All citations should have a hanging indent, and be double-spaced
Commented [CB16]: Include the name of the subsection of the government department that produced the report if it is shown on the report itself
Commented [CB12]: Left out the title of the series of reports
Commented [CB13]: Repeated the report number, with unnecessary punctuation
Commented [CB14]: Since we are using the online version of this report, we do not need to include the city where it was published, or repeat the name of the publisher (which is also the author of this report).
Commented [CB15]: We must include a retrieval statement and provide a URL where our reader can locate the report online.
Commented [CB17]: The first word in the subtitle (“Evidence”) should be capitalized
Commented [CB18]: Proper nouns in the article’s title should be capitalized (“Canadian”, “Youth Criminal Justice Act”)
Commented [CB19]: If the article title includes the title of another work (such as a book or law), it should be in italics (“Youth Criminal Justice Act”)
Commented [CB20]: If the journal has a bilingual title, you may choose to include only the language in which you are writing your paper.
Commented [CB21]: Surname should not be in ALL CAPS
Commented [CB22]: Only the first word in the title (“Restorative”), the first word in the subtitle (“Pitfalls”) and proper nouns (“Canada”) should be capitalized in the title of the article.
Commented [CB23]: You don’t need to include the abbreviated form of the journal’s title
Commented [CB24]: Note: This journal is unusual in that it does not assign volume numbers, so there is no volume number to include in the citation.
Commented [CB25]: If there is no DOI for the article, you should instead put the URL for the homepage to access the journal on the publisher’s website.

---
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